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As professional cycling guides we demand 
the highest quality. Since 2016 we have been 
working exclusively with Taymory our European kit 
manufacturer. 

Taymory is one of the world’s leading and most 
respected sports apparel manufacturers. The operation 
is based in Barcelona where all garments are 100% 
designed and manufactured. The Taymory ticket 
assures you quality workmanship under the highest 
of European standards and we are proud to offer our 
guests a first-class product which offers excellent value 
for money!

SEAL OF QUALITY
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http://taymory.com/


CYCLING JERSEYS
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“STYLISH CYCLING JERSEYS 
INSPIRED BY THE EPIC PASSES 

STRAIGHT FROM 
THE TOUR DE FRANCE 
AND GIRO D’ITALIA!”

*CLICK ON INDIVIDUAL DESIGNS FOR DIRECT CATALOGUE ACCESS
CATALOGUE ACCESS
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_ALPE D’HUEZCYCLING JERSEYS
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CYCLING JERSEYS _FRENCH ALPS
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CYCLING JERSEYS _MONT VENTOUX
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CYCLING JERSEYS _TOURMALET
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CYCLING JERSEYS _TRANS-PIRENAICA
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CYCLING JERSEYS _SELLA RONDA
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CYCLING JERSEYS _STELVIO
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Short-sleeved jerseys made with Dryin fabric (smooth fit 
technology). These garments are form fitting, but not restrictive, which 
quickly wick away perspiration and are ideal for any ride distance. They 
include a full length, flat, YKK zipper with a ‘garage’ at the neck to 
neatly hide away the zip pull and to avoid contact with soft skin. The 
sleeves and bottom hem are laser cut avoiding any form of wrinkle. 
There is also just enough silicone on the cuffs and hems to keep 
your jersey in an ideal position. The jerseys also include an elastic 
waistband, UV protection on the back and three rear pockets with 
reinforced stitching.

Weight: 170 grams
Sizes: XS – 3XL

_CYCLING JERSEYSTECHNICAL SHEET
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High performance cycling 
bib shorts made with Pluton fabric 
that guarantee functionality and 
performance over any ride distance. 
These compressive shorts strike the 
perfect balance between comfort 
and technology with optimum muscle 
support guaranteed thanks to hundreds 
of mini-honeycomb construction 
panels. TM Evo chamois padding is 
incorporated with its flat surface and 
support inserts creating an innovative 
solution which has been tested on a 
large range of professional and amateur 
cyclists. For added comfort long 70mm 
cuffs are employed which are laser cut 
and lined with soft silicone for a close 
and comfortable fit. The flat brace 
includes micro-perforated straps with 
rectangular cells providing maximum 
elasticity and minimum pressure and 
back mesh is also included to guarantee 
efficient ventilation.

Weight: 200 grams
Sizes: XS – 3XL

_BIB SHORTS
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ACCESSORIES
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A lightweight cycling vest made with 
T-wind fabric on the front and perforated 
UV protection mesh along the back and 
side panels. This versatile garment is ideal 
for use on cooler days, during warm-up and 
to protect your vulnerable torso from wind 
chill on descents. Thanks to its skin fabric 
the completely smooth front stops the wind 
and helps to trap a layer of air against your 
body to keep you warm. The fluorescent 
yellow design has been selected for its ‘hi-viz’ 
characteristics. The bottom hem also includes 
a waistband with silicone gripper elastic that 
prevents the gilet from ‘riding-up’.  Includes 
openings in the back to access your cycling 
jersey pockets.

Weight: 95 grams
Sizes: XS – 3XL

_GILET

Before helmets were introduced 
professional cyclists typically wore a 
‘casquette’  (French meaning ‘cap’). This Sierra 
cycling cap fits nicely beneath your helmet to 
shield the head from sunlight and to protect 
the eyes against rain. The cap is made from 
Hydroconfortech fabric which guarantees 
optimal evacuation of sweat.  

_CAP
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ACCESSORIES



_SIZING
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CYCLING JERSEYS & WINDSTOPPER GILET
UNISEX

SIZE
CHEST WAIST

A B

*Measurements in centimetres

BIB SHORTS
MEN’S

SIZE
HIPS

B C

WOMEN’S
WAIST HIPS

B C
WAIST

A

B

C

A

B

C



_ORDERING PROCESS
_MAKE YOUR ORDER1. Once we receive your order form we will check stock and confirm the status of your order 

within 48 hours. 
2. If we have stock available, we will email you an invoice with our direct transfer banking details 
($AUD or Euro as selected by you). Postage will be charged based on your geographical location. 
Orders of ≥ 150 Euro receive free worldwide postage.
3. Once your payment clears we will post your package within the next 24 hours. All packages are 
sent as Registered Post with international tracking numbers that are provided to you via email.
4. If we did not have stock available at the time of receiving your order we will provide 
information as to expected stock refilling dates.  
5. Special Offer - if you send us a photo wearing your gear we will provide a 10 Euro discount 
on your next clothing purchase. By sending us a photo you give permission to publish it on our 
Sierra social media channels.

_RETURNS & EXCHANGE POLICY 
If the clothing you have ordered does not fit or meet your expectation then please feel free to 
follow our Returns & Exchange process. Simply return your items within 45 days. 
Refunds:  If you would like a money refund we will begin by reviewing your returned item/s. If 
everything looks in order (i.e. unused and original labels in place) we will confirm your refund 
request via email. You will receive a full refund within 14 days of receipt of the returned item/s. 
Exchanges: What if the clothing item does not fit? Our exchange policy is simple - just email us 
stating that you would like to exchange your item for a different size. Before returning the item 
please wait for our confirmation email regarding whether we have the item in stock. If we have 
stock available then you are ready to return the item/s. You assume the costs for return shipment. 
After reviewing the returned item/s, your new order will be posted. We assume the costs for the 
new shipment.
Guarantee: Taymory, our European kit manufacturer, offers a 3 month guarantee providing you 
follow the recommendations of use and care provided on the ticket of each garment. To begin 
the process feel free to contact information@sierrasportsandtours.com.au or call/message +34 
679 236 928.

1_ CHOOSE 2_ CONTACT
Send an e-mail with your choice to
information@sierrasportsandtours.com.au
and Sierra will confirm your order  
within 48 hours

your Sierra Cycling Garment & Size

3_ PAYMENT
Sierra will e-mail you an invoice with 
banking details

4_ DELIVERY
On receipt of payment we will ship 
your order!

1_ ENTER 2_ RECEIVE
your Sierra cycling clothing on 
receipt of payment

2 ways to

or simply...

sierrasportsandtours.com.au by clicking here,
go to CYCLING CLOTHING section
and purchase your garment online!
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http://sierrasportsandtours.com.au


www.SierraSportsAndTours.com.au
information@sierrasportsandtours.com.au

http://sierrasportsandtours.com.au

